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Abstract—Increasing the autonomy level of a robot hand to 
accomplish remote object manipulation tasks faster and easier is a 
new and promising topic in teleoperation. Such semi-autonomous 
telemanipulation, however, is very challenging due to the physical 
discrepancy between the human hand and the robot hand, along 
with the fine motion constraints required for the manipulation 
task. To overcome these challenges, the robot needs to learn how 
to assist the human operator in a preferred/intuitive way, which 
must provide effective assistance that the operator needs yet still 
accommodate human inputs, so the operator feels in control of the 
system (i.e., not counter-intuitive to the operator). Toward this 
goal, we develop novel data-driven approaches to stably learn 
what assistance is preferred from high variance data caused by 
the ambiguous nature of human operators. To avoid an extensive 
robot-specific training process, methods to transfer this assistance 
knowledge between different robot hands are discussed. 
Experiments were conducted to telemanipulate a cup for three 
principle tasks: usage, move, and handover by remotely 
controlling a 3-finger gripper and 2-finger gripper. Results 
demonstrated that the proposed model effectively learned the 
knowledge of preferred assistance, and knowledge transfer 
between robots allows this semi-autonomous telemanipulation 
strategy to be scaled up with less training efforts. 
Index Terms—Human-robot interaction, robot learning, 
knowledge transfer, telemanipulation, shared control 
I. INTRODUCTION
ELEMANIPULATION [1] is a modern technology in 
which a human operator can use indirect manipulation and 
visualization methods to interact with the environment using 
the teleoperated robots. Existing applications include mining, 
space exploration, search and rescue, and assistive living 
robotics [2][3][4][5]. The most common difficulty of 
telemanipulation is that the human operator has no direct 
perception of the operating environment and the controlled 
robot. The operator can be frustrated by tediously adjusting 
inputs for achieving desired robot motion. Operators usually 
take months to get trained for a teleoperation task. Methods 
have been proposed to increase the intelligence of a robot by 
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providing motion assistance [13][18] to better augment the 
operator. For instance, predicting intent by observing an 
operator’s motion trajectory has been successful in providing 
motion assistance in target approaching tasks [37].  
 As the development of shared control in tele-approaching a 
target/object is maturing, how to provide robotic assistance in 
telemanipulating the object becomes the essential next step to 
accomplish task success. For example, manipulation tasks like 
inspection and maintenance in oil and gas facilities, and in 
healthcare applications require fine motion adjustments by 
grasping the object at a specific angle or part and applying the 
force in a particular manner. However, most telemanipulation 
methods are still pure master-slave control, which means a 
human gives motion inputs that a robot follows. This 
master-slave teleoperation relies on the operator’s cognitive 
spatial transformation reasoning and tedious fine motion tuning 
to overcome the physical discrepancy [6] issue between the 
operator’s hand and the robot’s hand to satisfy the subtle 
motion constraints for task success. It brings the operator huge 
physical workload and mental burden for complex tasks, 
leading to task failure and user frustration. Providing robotic 
assistance becomes essential when operators need to do such 
fine-tuned motion due to the indirect control which is known as 
disembodiment problem between a robot and human hand [7]. 
Although some efforts have been made on adding passive 
constraints such as envelope constraints [8] and virtual fixtures 
[9] in the environment for safety, semi-autonomous
telemanipulation that can actively assist operator by satisfying
the fine motion constraints and overcoming the physical
discrepancy issue has been rarely reported.
Toward semi-autonomous telemanipulation, how to provide 
preferred robotic assistance is a critical problem to overcome. It 
is essential to assist; however, how much assistance is preferred 
to balance between task success and keep the operator’s feeling 
in control is unknown. Due to the difference in hand structures, 
provided motion assistance from the robot may surprise the 
user with inappropriate movements, reducing the feeling of 
being in control of the entire system and thus increasing the 
human operator’s resistance to use the robot. Thus, it’s 
necessary to consider higher level criteria like how comfortable 
the assistance is to human operator, whether the assistance acts 
intuitively, whether the assistance is preferred. To overcome 
these deficiencies, the robot should be equipped with preferred 
assistance knowledge that satisfies the human operator’s 
expectation or feeling.  
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Human perception model can represent what criteria and how 
these criteria are perceived in human mind to determine their 
opinion on others’ behaviors. However, this mechanism is 
implicit and abstract which is not easy to learn. Data-driven 
methods have been proven effective in applications such as trust 
modeling [10], stress modeling [11], decision making, and 
prediction of danger situations [12]. Thus, it’s reasonable to use 
data-driven methods to understand human perception of 
assistance in telemanipulation. But, the learning process of this 
assistance knowledge model is time consuming and costly due 
to the involvement of human subjects, which usually causes 
data with high variance and in small amounts. In addition, this 
data-driven knowledge is robot-specific, which means a trained 
model only works for one robot. How to reduce the training 
efforts and scale up the preferred assistance knowledge for 
different robot hands is an open problem. 
In this paper, we focus on enabling the robots to provide 
preferred assistance that cooperate with a human for better team 
performance, yet still maintain the human’s feeling of being in 
control of the system. The main contributions are as follows: 
(1) A data-driven model of preferred assistance knowledge in 
telemanipulation. A data-driven assistance knowledge model is 
developed to understand what assistance is preferred. The 
assistance is generated with different criteria like mimicking 
human motion, task goal success, or energy minimizing. The 
relationship between the criteria and the human preference are 
not clearly perceivable by the robot. Because of the high 
variance and ambiguity of human preference, learning using the 
collected human subjective evaluation data may cause high 
model uncertainty using standard training methods and 
normally requires a large set of training samples to ensure the 
learning stability. Thus, we propose novel approaches named 
Separate Model Updating (SMU) methods with different 
optimizing goals: Prediction Accuracy (SMUPA), Prediction 
Error (SMUPE), and Weights Tendency (SMUWT), that 
separate the model which will be updated while training the 
neural network to reduce training iteration and data needed and 
to improve learning stability and peak performance.  
(2) Methods to transfer learned knowledge between different 
robot hand structures. To scale up the usability of proposed 
model, we developed methods to transfer learned assistance 
knowledge between different robots which overcome the robot-
specific problem. This method assumes that robots share similar 
but not identical assistance knowledge. For instance, a 2-finger 
gripper and a 3-finger gripper may both focus on task 
completion to provide assistance because of their structure 
difference with a human hand, while a 5-finger gripper and 4-
finger gripper may focus on mimicking human motion due to 
their less discrepancy with a human hand. Thus, knowledge 
transfer between different robot hands is possible. 
Overall, the work presented in this paper provides a 
methodology to learn the preferred assistance knowledge which 
empowers robots to flexibly generate grasp configurations that 
accommodate human motion inputs and at the same time 
autonomously regulates its pose to satisfy human preference for 
manipulation task success. Such preferred assistance has the 
potential to reduce the frustration of the human and helps to 
build better human-robot cooperation in telemanipulation tasks. 
It also enables knowledge transfer between robots to make the 
methods generalizable and practical. A brief explanation of the 
framework of proposed methods is shown in Fig. 1. 
II. RELATED WORKS 
The studies to reduce the workload of operator and difficulty 
of control of robot by inferring human intent for task 
completion is a recent topic in telemanipulation. Research has 
demonstrated that in a target approaching process, the robot 
agent can infer the target location by observing the operator’s 
motion trajectory and provide motion assistance using linear 
blending strategies [13][14], virtual boundaries [15][16], and 
 
 
Fig. 1.  The framework of modeling assistance knowledge and transferring knowledge between different robots. In a telemanipulation task, human grasp commands 
are taken as input to different control strategies to generate corresponding robot grasp poses, in which different control criteria and/or their combination, such as 
mimicking human grasp, inferring human intent of task, and minimizing time cost, will be used for posing generation. A data driven model is trained with the 
proposed separate model updating methods to overcome the inherent data discrepancy caused by human variance and to learn the relationship between human 
preference and control strategies for a 3-finger gripper. Then we transfer the learned knowledge to a 2-finger gripper by implementing our modified knowledge 
transfer methods. The transferred model can be refined with separate model updating methods to achieve equivalent performance as if the knowledge model is 
specifically trained for the target robot but with much less training. 
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force guidance [17]. The Bounded-Memory Adaptation Model 
was used in human-robot mutual adaptation to predict the intent 
of an operator to maintain the trust in tele-approaching a target 
object [18]. However, for object manipulation tasks, these 
methods are not effective because they rarely consider fine 
motion constraints which are critical for success of tasks. These 
subtleties in motion are also difficult to replicate with robotic 
hands due to issues with physical discrepancy. 
Current telemanipulation research is more focused on 
kinematic mapping methods based on the physical structures 
[19][20][21]. End-to-end mapping methods use deep neural 
network to control a humanoid robot hand which achieves good 
performance to mimic human motion [22]. Data-driven 
methods are widely used in kinematic mapping for 5-finger 
robot, but applications for robotic end-effectors differing from 
a human hand structure are rarely reported. Recently, bilateral 
telemanipulation methods that use virtual mediate object and 
forward, backward mapping algorithms, can generate 
telemanipulation relation in asymmetric mapping [23]. But 
these methods are still purely following the perspective of 
human input, which lack the ability to proactively aid and 
cooperate with the human operator. For object manipulation, 
the higher requirement of fine motion operation and the 
complexity of tasks require the robot to understand the 
operator’s task intent as well as assistance preference and 
autonomously regulate its configuration [24]. Task success is 
considered as a higher-level goal than grasp success. A grasp 
can be considered successful based on criteria for grasp stability 
and contact pressure [25]. However, just a successful grasp does 
not mean it is appropriate. For instance, if one were to be at a 
tea party where it is socially acceptable to drink in a particular 
manner, others may be confused if you do not conform to their 
style. There may be many ways you could successfully grab a 
teacup to drink; however, it would result in a task failure if 
others do not perceive it as appropriate. 
III. PREFERRED ASSISTANCE KNOWLEDGE MODELING 
A. Model Structure 
We use data-driven methods to model the assistance 
knowledge mechanism. The inputs are criteria  𝑖 ∈ 𝒪  that 
humans may use to perceive the quality of robot assistance, 
such as perceived task completion by the robot, the perceived 
human following capability, or timely response. The values of 
these criteria represent their contribution for the assistance 
generated by a control strategy  𝑖 ∈ 𝒞. Outputs are ranks of the 
control strategies in terms of human preferences. A feed-
forward neural network [26] with sigmoid hidden neurons and 
linear output neurons is trained. The Bayesian Regularization 
method [27] is used to get better training performance. The 
trained and tuned neural network is used to classify which 
control strategy might has a higher rank in the mind of a human.  
Human preference normally has high variance and 
discrepancy (Fig. 2). It’s natural that people may prefer 
different grasp configurations for the same manipulation task. 
Given the same human motion input, the rank of the control 
strategies is differing within human evaluators. One of the 
reasons is that for some inputs, the generated robot motions are 
similar which cause ambiguity for human. In extensive view, 
for the same task, 75% of evaluators may give the rank [1, 3, 2] 
and 25% of evaluators may give the rank [2, 3, 1]. Fig. 2 shows 
the statistical ranking results for three control strategies during 
our experiment when telemanipulating a 3-finger gripper. The 
results clearly show that strategy 1 has the most of first choices, 
strategy 3 has the most of second choices and strategy 2 has the 
most of third choices. Thus, [1, 3, 2] is the majority rank for the 
three strategies. However, there are considerable amounts of 
different rankings for every strategy. Although strategy 1 has 
51% of first choices, it still got 38% of second choices. The 
reason of this phenomenon is easily inferred that humans have 
inherent discrepancy because of their individual differences.  
To deal with this issue in practice, we evaluate the 
performance of the learned model for different tasks in a 
flexible way. Although there isn’t a control strategy that can 
satisfy all people’s preference, there exists certain control 
strategies that are preferred for specific tasks. We formulate the 
evaluation criteria as a predicting problem to infer the control 
strategies with higher ranks when the human telemanipulates 
the robot to complete a specific task. Instead of the winner takes 
all criterion, the model focuses on learning how to classify 
preferred control strategy and un-preferred control strategy, 
which are useful knowledge for a robot to understand human 
preference and provide appropriate assistance. It allows a robot 
to provide preferred choices and eliminate those un-preferred 
ones based on the classification. 
B. Separate Model Updating Strategies for Stable Training 
Supervised data-driven methods are used to learn the 
relationship between the paired input and output, which in our 
case, are grasping control strategies and corresponding rank. 
Unfortunately, the mentioned inherent data discrepancy and 
relatively small size of the human subject dataset may cause 
unexpected problems such as performance oscillation and 
difficulty to converge while training the model multiple times. 
The traditional manner for model training is to randomly choose 
70% of the data for training, 15% of the data for validating, and 
15% of the data for testing. However, the inherent data 
discrepancy will make the training process not only unstable but 
also cause overfitting problem and converge to a local solution 
for different training trails. Thus, it is essential to train the 
neural network model with wise strategies.  
 We develop a novel training method named Separate Model 
Updating (SMU, Algorithm 1) that can stabilize the training 
 
 
Fig. 2.  A statistical result of our experiment, which clearly shows strategy 1 is 
the first choice following with strategy 3 and strategy 2. However, there still 
exists relatively large amount of different opinions for each of the strategies 
which are caused by the inherent discrepancy of humans. 
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process and obtain the optimal model in a short training process. 
A separate model 𝑀𝑠(𝜃
+) was used during training, where 𝜃+ 
are the weights of the neural network. In each training episode, 
the snapshot of the separate model will be saved in every N 
iteration, which then will be evaluated with defined updating 
laws. The current model will be updated with the best 
performed separated model. Several SMU strategies are 
introduced including Prediction Accuracy (SMUPA) based, 
Prediction Error based (SMUPE) and Weights Tendency based 
(SMUWT). In practice, the updates follow a ε-updating policy 
that updates the current model with randomly selected 
snapshots in probability of ε and updates the current model with 
the best performed snapshot in probability of  − ε . The 
following three strategies share similar framework (Fig. 3, 
Algorithm 1) but follow different updating laws. 
Prediction Accuracy based (SMUPA): Validating the 
performance of the intermediate model by checking their 
prediction accuracy based on the reranking of the raw 
prediction for each human input.  
Prediction Error based (SMUPE): The performance is 
validated by comparing the cumulative error between the actual 
rank and the raw prediction. 
Weights Tendency based (SMUWT): We assume that the 
weights in the network should not be changing dramatically if 
the training process is stable and effective. The sudden weights 
change means the data feed in are insufficient or even vicious, 
which can be seen in our case because the collected human data 
contains large variance. To avoid the sudden change in weights 
and maintain smooth performance increase, we developed the 
criterion that monitor the tendency of weights changing during 
the training process. When weight updates show abnormal 
behavior, it will terminate the updates and recall the last normal 
state. The way we determine how the weights are changing is 
to calculate the cumulative Kullback–Leibler (KL) divergence 
[28] between the weights distribution in current model and 
snapshot models, which is calculated by (1) where 𝑃(𝑤𝑂𝑗) is the 
weights distribution of the last updated model and 𝑃(𝑤𝑂𝑗
′ ) is the 
weights distribution of the current model: 
𝒦ℒ =∑𝐷𝐾𝐿 [𝑃 (𝑤𝑂𝑗) ∥ 𝑃 (𝑤𝑂𝑗
′ )]
𝑗∈𝑂
 
𝒦ℒ =∑∑𝑃(𝑤𝑂𝑗
𝑖 )
𝑖∈𝐼
log [
𝑃 (𝑤𝑂𝑗
𝑖 )
𝑃 (𝑤𝑂𝑗
′ 𝑖)
]
𝑗∈𝑂
 
 =  ,  , 3…  𝐼     𝑗 =  ,             ( ) 
A threshold 𝒯 is set up to keep the training stable and healthy. 
When the KL divergence value exceeds 𝒯, the current model 
will be replaced with the last saved safe model and will start a 
new training trial. We can get faster training with a large  𝒯 or 
more stable training with a small 𝒯. While the KL divergence 
value doesn’t exceed 𝒯 , the model performance still may 
decrease. Thus, a validation step is necessary. For convenience 
for the algorithm, we validate the prediction accuracy because 
it is our primary goal. If the prediction accuracy decreases, the 
model will still be replaced with the last saved safe model.  
Algorithm 1, Separate Model Updating (SMU):  
Initialize model 𝑀𝑐(𝜃) with random weights 𝜃; 
Initialize training data by randomly selecting from data pool 
Initialize separate model 𝑀𝑠(𝜃
+) with current model weights 
𝜃+ = 𝜃; 
For episode = 1, C do 
 Train separate model 𝑀𝑠(𝜃
+) for 𝐼 iterations 
 In every 𝑁 iterations, save the snapshot model 𝑀𝑠
𝑗
, where 
𝑗 =   , ,3… . 
 Find best performed snapshot model 𝑀𝑠(𝜃
∗) by defined 
updating law 
 With probability 𝜀, update the current model 𝑀𝑐  with 
random snapshot model  
 Otherwise, update current model 𝑀𝑐(𝜃) with best 
performed snapshot model 𝑀𝑠(𝜃
∗) 
End for 
IV. TRANSFER PREFERRED ASSISTANCE KNOWLEDGE 
BETWEEN DIFFERENT ROBOTS 
A. Transfer Positive (TrPW) or Negative Weights (TrNW) 
The learned weights represent the relationship between the 
inputs and outputs. Based on the assumption that the robot 
hands share similar assistance knowledge, the knowledge are 
transferrable by transferring the weights. Because of the initial 
nature of the neural network, it is difficult to find physical 
meaning of the weights. We need to establish the transferring 
rules based on empirical guesses and mathematical methods.  
This first transferring rule is inspired from the basic concept 
in neurology. The training process of the artificial neural 
network approximate the same process of biological neurons. 
The learned knowledge is stored in positive or negative 
weights. The positive weights make it more likely the receiving 
cell will fire an action potential. The negative weights are 
opposite, which make it less likely the receiving cell will fire an 
action potential [29]. From this view, in our learned model, the 
 
 
 
Fig. 3.  The procedure of SMU strategies. First, the separate model 𝑀𝑠(𝜃
+) is initialized with the weights of current model 𝑀𝑐(𝜃). During the training, in every 𝑁 
iterations, a snapshot model 𝑀𝑠
𝑗
 is saved to the model candidates pool. Then, we use updating laws to evaluate the snapshot models. The 𝜀-greedy updating method 
can help to avoid local optimal but may result in a slower training process.  
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positive weights likely help to record the knowledge which 
positively increase the preference of the specific control 
strategy, and vice versa for the negative weights. Thus, we 
propose the methods which only transfer positive weights or 
negative weights (Fig. 4). Although this method loses part of 
the knowledge, it’s supposed to avoid potential error from the 
confusion between the positive weights and negative weights. 
B. Transfer Modified Weights According to Kullback–Leibler 
Divergence of Weight Distribution (TrKL) 
We also realized that the magnitude of the weights is 
analogous to a combination of increased dendritic connections 
between neurons [30], number of synapses between their 
dendrites [31], density of neurotransmitter receptors on the 
postsynaptic terminals [32], and increased neurotransmitter 
vesicle formation and fusion on the pre-synaptic terminals [33]. 
In the neural networks, the magnitude of the weights controls 
the degree of the contribution of an attribute of the input to the 
output. This relationship of the contribution is learned and 
recorded in specific weights. Thus, we expect the distributions 
of weights in the neurons are held consistently. While 
transferring knowledge between different robot hands, the 
physical discrepancy will likely affect the magnitude the 
weights but keep similar distributions. If exactly transfer the 
weights, one of the reasons for the performance drops is that the 
target robot receives both useful knowledge and interferential 
noise. We develop another transfer rule to avoid transferring 
those noises by modifying the weights according to KL 
divergence of the weight distribution (TrKL, Algorithm 2) of 
the selected pair of weights (Fig. 5). Because the distribution of 
a weight is relatively consistent, we can calculate the KL 
divergence between the distribution of the weights for the input 
pair  𝑗  and  𝑗+ , where 𝑗 =  , 3, 5…𝑁 . We denote each 
distribution of weights as 𝑃 (𝑤𝑂𝑗
𝑖 ) and 𝑃 (𝑤𝑂𝑗+ 
𝑖 ) where   is the 
index of neuron, the KL divergence is calculated by (2): 
𝐷𝑗𝐾𝐿 [𝑃 (𝑤𝑂𝑗
𝑖 ) ∥ 𝑃 (𝑤𝑂𝑗+ 
𝑖 )] = ∑ 𝑃 (𝑤𝑂𝑗
𝑖 )𝑖∈𝐼 log [
𝑃(𝑤𝑂𝑗
𝑖 )
𝑃(𝑤𝑂𝑗+ 
𝑖 )
]
        =  ,  , 3…  𝐼,    𝑗 =  , 3, 5…  𝑁 ( )
 
It should be noted the KL divergence is bounded [0, ∞]. Where 
there is no divergence, the value is 0. Then we establish the 
weights modification rule based on the averaged KL 
divergence. Since the purpose of the modified transferring rule 
is to transfer useful knowledge with less noise, we construct the 
following transferring algorithm, which enlarges the weights 
with larger magnitude and diminishes the weights with smaller 
magnitude. In this way, we can transfer weights with more 
useful knowledge and less noise information. In the meantime, 
the modification is relatively moderate and will not cause 
sudden change of the distribution of the weights. 
Algorithm 2, Modified Weights Transfer (TrKL):  
Input: 𝑃(𝑤𝑂 
𝑖 ), 𝑃(𝑤𝑂 
𝑖 ), 𝑤, 𝜎(Co trol parameters) ; 
Output: ?̅?; 
Calculate KL divergence: 𝐷𝑗𝐾𝐿 = ∑ 𝐷𝐾𝐿 [𝑃 (𝑤𝑂𝑗
𝑖 ) ∥ 𝑃 (𝑤𝑂𝑗+ 
𝑖 )]𝑗∈𝑁 ; 
For 𝑗 form 1 to 𝑁: 
For   form 1 to 𝐼: 
 If 𝑤𝑂𝑗
𝑖 < 𝑤𝑂𝑗+ 
𝑖  
?̅?𝑂𝑗
𝑖 = 𝐷𝑗𝐾𝐿 ∗ 𝑤𝑂𝑗
𝑖 ; 
   ?̅?𝑂𝑗+ 
𝑖 = 
 𝜎
𝐷𝑗𝐾𝐿
∗ 𝑤𝑂𝑗+ 
𝑖 ; 
  Else 
   ?̅?𝑂𝑗
𝑖 = 
 𝜎
𝐷𝑗𝐾𝐿
∗ 𝑤𝑂𝑗
𝑖 ; 
   ?̅?𝑂𝑗+ 
𝑖 = 𝐷𝑗𝐾𝐿 ∗ 𝑤𝑂𝑗+ 
𝑖 ; 
Return ?̅? 
V. EXPERIMENTS 
A human-involved experiment (Fig. 6) was designed to 
collect training data. We first define three principle tasks: 
usage, handover and move. The experiment has 18 different 
human motion inputs for each principle task. For simplicity in 
the experimental evaluation, we construct three control 
strategies with two criteria (   and   ). The three control 
strategies are intent-based, mimic-based and intent-mimic 
combined, which will be introduced in the next section. Two 
objective measures are designed as the input of the training 
data, where    measures distance between the intent inferred 
from the human input and the task that can be accomplished by 
the robot using its generated pose, and    measures physical 
difference of the grasp poses between the robot hand and the 
human hand within feature space. To collect the training data, 
for each of the input, 19 evaluators rank the generated robot 
grasp motion from the three control strategies for a 3-finger 
gripper. The order of tasks is randomly selected, and the 
subjects were not informed how any of the control strategies 
 
 
Fig. 4.  Schematic Diagram of Transfer Positive (TrPW) or Negative Weights 
(TrNW). The upper diagram shows the weights distribution of the learned 
neural network, where blue bars are positive weights, yellow bars are negative 
weights. The lower left diagram shows the method of TrPW which only transfer 
positive weights. The lower right diagram shows the method of TrNW which 
only transfer negative weights. 
 
Learned Weights Distribution
Transfer Positive Weights (TrPW) Transfer Negative Weights (TrNW)
 
 
Fig. 5.  Schematic Diagram of Transfer Weights based on Weights Distribution 
(TrKL), the upper diagram is the original weights distribution. The lower 
diagram is the modified weights distribution, which increase the weights with 
larger magnitude and reduce the weights with smaller magnitude, to enlarge the 
transferred useful knowledge and eliminate noise.  
Modified Weights Distribution
Original Weights Distribution
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behaved, nor were the models marked with formulation names. 
In total, 1026 trials across 19 evaluators were collected for each 
of the principle tasks. The collected data is used to train the 
preferred assistance knowledge model for the 3-finger gripper. 
For the validation of the SMU strategies, we set up 20 training 
trials, each trial has 200 iterations. For each trial, the snapshot 
model during the training process will be saved every 10 
iterations. The random updating probability 𝜀 is set as 0.1. The 
threshold 𝒯  is set as 10. The results are compared with the 
baseline method with the same setting but without updating 
strategy. The learned models were transferred to the 2-finger 
gripper to validate our knowledge transfer methods, while the 
SMU strategies were used to refine the transferred model. 
A. Feature Space and Control Strategies 
In this work, characteristic feature space is broken down into 
three categories of grasp attributes, object attributes, and task 
attributes. Grasp attributes represent the hand kinematic 
features, which includes the palm orientation, palm center 
location, and fingers’ configurations corresponding to thumb, 
index, and middle fingers. The motion features are represented 
by three rotation angles, the proximal phalange’s rotations on 
and into the hand plane and intermediate phalange’s rotation 
into the hand plane. We denote the set of robot grasp attributes 
as ℛ  and the human’s as ℋ . Object attributes,  𝐵𝑖 , consist of 
features like the type of object, affordance, color, and location. 
Task attributes 𝑇𝑘 , where 𝑘 is each task, describe tasks to be 
done. The control variables include end effector position, 
orientation, and how much each finger is open close on a scale 
of 0 to 1 where 1 is fully closed and 0 is fully open. We denote 
the control variables of the robot as 𝑅𝑖 ∈ ℛ, where   is for each 
feature. A set of {𝑅𝑖} produces a probability for each task which 
is denoted as 𝑃𝑘(𝑅). The human hand input will be denoted as 
𝐻𝑖 ∈ ℋ. Additionally, Bayesian Networks [34][35], SVM, and 
neural network [36] can be used to model the grasp model 
parameters and the control variables. For the experiments, a 
Bayesian network model was created to refer to the different 
task inference intents 𝑇𝑘. There are upper and lower bounds for 
model parameters, 𝑈𝑖  and 𝐿𝑖 respectively, which the robot must 
adhere to, such as physical limits of end effector position or 
joint angles, or force provided. Accordingly, two objective 
measures using the defined characteristic parameters, model 
parameters, and control variables are as follow: 
    =
 
 
∑ (𝑃𝑘(𝑅) − 𝑇𝑘)
 
𝑘
 (3)  
  =∑
 
𝜆𝑖
(𝑅𝑖 −𝐻𝑖)
 
𝐼
𝑖
     (4) 
1) Intent-based Strategy 
The intent-based strategy is designed to enable the robot to 
inherently understand a human’s intent by reasoning a human’s 
motion and then generate its own motion without consideration 
of the human input. It facilitates to obey the hard constraints for 
a specific task by avoiding the disturbance from human. We 
first establish the manipulation intent inference which consists 
of three principle tasks. We use data-driven human grasp model 
𝑀ℎ from our previous work [36] to infer the intent 𝑇𝑘 in (5):  
𝑇𝑘 = 𝑀ℎ(𝐻) (5) 
The distribution 𝑃𝑘(𝑅) is used to quantify how much each task 
is satisfied by a given robot pose with features 𝑅𝑖. We use Naïve 
Bayes robot model 𝑀𝑟 to produce the robot probability vector 
of satisfying the task 𝑃𝑘(𝑅) in (6) to (8), where µ𝑘 is the average 
value for task 𝑘, ∑k is the covariance matrix for task 𝑘, and   
is the length of vector 𝑅𝑖. 
𝑃𝑘(𝑅) = 𝑀𝑟(𝑅) (6) 
𝑃(𝑅𝑖|𝑘) =  
 
√   (∑  k) ( 𝜋)
𝑑
 −
 
 
(𝑅𝑖−µ𝑘)
𝑇∑  k
− (𝑅𝑖−µ𝑘) (7)
 
𝑃𝑘(𝑅 = 𝑅𝑖) = 𝑃(𝑘|𝑅𝑖) =
𝑃(𝑅𝑖|𝑘)𝑃(𝑘)
∑ 𝑃(𝑅𝑖|𝑘)𝑃(𝑘)
𝐾
𝑘
(8) 
Upon developing the target probability vector and the robot 
probability vector, the intent-based strategy can be constructed 
based on the Intent-based shared control criterion with added 
constraint, where the objective function is 
  = mi  (
 
 
∑ (𝑃𝑘(𝑅) − 𝑇𝑘)
 )
𝑘
      
  .  .      𝐿𝑖 ≤ 𝑅𝑖 ≤ 𝑈𝑖         ∀𝑖  
   𝑟𝑚(𝑅𝑖) =          ∀𝑖         𝑓 𝑟 𝑝𝑎𝑙𝑚   𝑟      (9) 
2) Mimic-based Strategy 
The mimic-based strategy is designed by adding extra 
constraints to the intend-based strategy. The constraints can be 
explicitly dictated by adding the following set of constraints: 
𝑅 = 𝐻      ∀ ( 0) 
The new constraints added to the control diagram ensure the 
robot follows the human exactly by matching the robot features 
and human features to mimic the motion. Due to the hard 
constraint of mimicking the human, the robot does not attempt 
to use its own domain knowledge to explore a better alternative. 
The objective function is (11). 
  = mi (
 
 
∑ (𝑃𝑘(𝑅) − 𝑇𝑘)
 
𝑘
)      
 .  .      𝐿𝑖 ≤ 𝑅𝑖 ≤ 𝑈𝑖         ∀𝑖  
   𝑟𝑚(𝑅𝑖) =          ∀𝑖         𝑓 𝑟 𝑝𝑎𝑙𝑚   𝑟       
𝑅𝑖 = 𝐻𝑖        ∀𝑖 (  ) 
 
 
Fig. 6.  Human-involved experiment for data collection. 54 inputs are generated for principle task: usage, transfer, handover. A 3-finger gripper is teleoperated 
with three control strategies: intent based, mimic based, intent-mimic combined. 19 evaluators gave rank for the three strategies. In total 3078 samples are collected. 
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3) Intend-Mimic Combined Strategy
The third strategy follows the criterion that determines the
similarity of the human input to those known by the robot to 
determine the amount of importance they should have in the 
final grasp configurations, which is constructed as a penalty 
term in (12) to the formulation of intent-based strategy, where 
𝜆  is the KL divergence between the distribution of each feature. 
𝜆𝑖 = 𝐷𝐾𝐿(𝑅?̿?||𝐻𝑖̿̿ ̿) =  𝑙
𝜎𝐻𝑖
𝜎𝑅𝑖
+
𝜎𝑅𝑖
 + (𝜇𝑅𝑖 − 𝜇𝐻𝑖)
𝜎𝐻𝑖
 − (  )
Additionally, the multivariate normal distribution between two 
populations can be used to determine the overall divergence 
between hand configurations in (13): 
𝛾 = 𝐷𝐾𝐿(?̿?||𝐻)
=  (
𝑟𝑎  (𝛴𝐻
− 𝛴𝑅) +
(𝜇𝐻 − 𝜇𝑅)
𝑇𝛴𝐻
− (𝜇𝐻 − 𝜇𝑅) − 𝑘 + l
|𝛴𝐻|
|𝛴𝑅|
) ( 3)
The components added to the system allow the robot to 
understand which features are common between itself and the 
human as well as how similar these features are. It results in 
making the mimic constraint from the previous formulation in 
the objective function to act as an elastic constraint which 
allows the robot to bend the rules on mimicking the human. The 
grasp position is generated by minimizing (14). 
 3 = mi ( ∑ (𝑃𝑘(𝑅) − 𝑇𝑘)
𝑘
+
𝛾
∑
𝜆𝑖
(𝑅𝑖 − 𝐻𝑖)
𝐼
𝑖
) 
 .  .      𝐿𝑖 ≤ 𝑅𝑖 ≤ 𝑈𝑖   ∀𝑖  
 𝑟𝑚(𝑅𝑖) =  ∀𝑖   𝑓 𝑟 𝑝𝑎𝑙𝑚   𝑟 ( 4) 
VI. RESULTS
A. Preferred Assistance Knowledge Modeling
The first row of Table 1 shows the results of the prediction
accuracy of the learned model in section 3.1 for the 3-finger 
gripper. The average prediction accuracy of 84.3% indicates the 
relative effectiveness of our assistance knowledge modeling 
methods comparing the evaluation criterion in the scientific 
circle. From the specific model for each principle task, we can 
see the highest prediction accuracy reaches 86% and the lowest 
prediction accuracy reaches 82%, which shows the consistency 
and feasibility of our methods for different tasks.  
The results of the learned knowledge model reveal that the 
human preference of the robot assistance does relate to the 
human input motion and the corresponding robot grasp 
configuration for a specific task. Overall, the performance of 
the knowledge models meets the expectation and clear patterns 
of the preferred control strategies for all tasks are also learned. 
B. Transfer Preferred Assistance Knowledge
1) Refine Transferred Model with SMU Strategies
Row 2 of Table 1 presents the performance with exactly
transferring the learned model to 2-finger gripper. We can see 
the performance dropped compared to the original case. Row 3 
to row 5 show the results of the prediction accuracy while using 
the proposed transfer algorithms, where the average prediction 
accuracy of all three methods outperform the exact transfer. 
On the other hand, the exact transferred model still has 62% 
of prediction accuracy confirming our assumption that different 
robot structures share similar assistance knowledge. The better 
average performance of the three modified transfer methods 
shows their feasibility and effectiveness. In addition, 
performance gain varies for different tasks compared to the 
exact transfer method. Most of the performance increased 
except the TrNW method for the transfer task. Accordingly, 
considering the methodology of the knowledge transfer 
methods, a possible reason is that the useful knowledge 
contained in positive weights and negative weights are not 
equally distributed. At this point, we are not able to conclude 
which transfer method is the best, but when refining the 
transferred model with separate model updating strategies, we 
can identify the most effective combination of updating strategy 
and knowledge transfer method (next section). 
2) Refine Transferred Model with Separate Model Updating
Strategies
We first evaluate the performance of the refined training 
while setting the start point as the models transferred by three 
knowledge transfer methods. We choose the move task and use 
the SMUWT method to refine. As shown in Fig. 7, where each 
date point represents the performance of the updated model 
before the corresponding training trial. It is obvious that 
refining the training performance of the model transferred by 
TrKL method outperform the other two methods in terms of 
both convergent speed and training stability.  
For an easier demonstration, the performance of proposed 
separate model updating strategies is validated by refining the 
transferred model with TrKL methods. We can see in general 
all the proposed strategies are able to outperform the baseline 
method (Fig. 8). Plots (a) to (c) are the results for SMUPA 
strategy. For the handover task, the strategy has similar training 
performance with the baseline which both suffered with the data 
variance. For the move task, it's able to maintain higher model 
performance in most of the trials but suffered more with the 
variance of the data. For the usage task, it clearly indicates that 
the performance of the SMUPA strategy is much better than the 
baseline method. It can reach the peak performance at the 
second trial and avoid the influence of the data variance. Plots 
(d) to (f) are results for the SMUPE strategy. Here, all the
Fig. 7.  Refining Performance of SMUWT for knowledge transfer methods, 
which clearly shows that the TrKL method outperformed other two methods. 
TABLE I 
RESULTS OF MODEL LEARNING AND TRANSFERRING 
Handover Move Usage Average 
3-Finger (Learned Model) 0.863 0.844 0.822 0.843 
2-Finger (Exactly Transfer) 0.608 0.690 0.561 0.620 
2-Finger (TrPW) 0.642 0.771 0.689 0.701 
2-Finger (TrNW) 0.762 0.582 0.779 0.708 
2-Finger (TrKL) 0.712 0.711 0.599 0.674 
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training process are much more stable than the baseline method, 
and the algorithm can converge to a solution with less training 
trials. But when considering the performance of the training, 
only the usage task training can converge to the optimal model 
with the highest peak performance because of the benefits from 
its cleaner dataset. But for the other two tasks, the SMUPE 
algorithm is not able to converge to the optimal solutions. Plots 
(h) to (i) are the results of the SMUWT strategy which is based
on the changing tendency of the weights. It is obvious that
SMUWT strategy outperforms the previous two methods in
both training stability and peak performance consideration.
Besides, it converges as fast as the other algorithms, even for
the most difficult move task. It still converges to the optimal
model in four training trials and maintains stable performance.
Fig. 9 is an example of the performance changing flow of the 
model when implementing the proposed methods for move 
task. The first column shows the rank predicted by the trained 
knowledge model for 3-finger gripper, which correctly matches 
the ground truth. The second column is the prediction after 
exactly transferring the knowledge to 2-finger gripper, which is 
totally wrong. The results in the third column is the prediction 
when applying modified knowledge transfer methods, where 
the performance increased compared to exactly transfer. 
Although it still makes mistakes, it successfully predicts the 
first rank. The fourth column shows the results after refining the 
transferred model with the SMU methods. The refined model 
now can predict the correct rank. This example clearly verifies 
the feasibility of our assistance knowledge model and the 
assumption of knowledge transfer between different robots. It 
also proves the necessity of the proposed knowledge transfer 
method and separate model updating method.  
VII. DISCUSSION
A. Learn the Assistance Knowledge Model
Combine all the results, we can see that although the SMUPE
method is much more stable than the SMUPA method, it cannot 
reach higher peak performance. The reason can be analyzed by 
looking at the methodology of the first two separate model 
updating algorithms. The SMUPA strategy updates the model 
by selecting the model with the highest prediction accuracy, 
which is evaluated by comparing the reranked prediction and 
the actual rank. The SMUPE strategy updates the model by 
selecting the snapshot model with least cumulative prediction 
error, which is calculated using the raw rank prediction. The 
initial difference between these two algorithms is that the 
reranking operation of the SMUPA strategy will lose some 
information. On the other hand, the SMUPE strategy uses the 
all information in the evaluation process. Besides, it’s clear that 
the SMUPA strategy can reach higher peak performance, but 
the training process is unstable because the information that 
passes through is not enough. The SMUPE strategy can 
maintain a stable training process but has a chance to converge 
to a local solution because of the variance and noise in raw 
prediction. The good performance of SMUWT is mainly due to 
the implementation of the analytical method. The results proved 
that SMUWT can successfully prevent the dramatical change in 
weights update to avoid performance drop.  
B. Transfer the Learned Assistance Knowledge
There are three main reasons to cause performance drops
while transferring the knowledge between different robots: (1) 
the physical discrepancy of the hand structure; (2) lose 
Fig. 9.  An example of performance changing flow when applying the proposed methods. The learned knowledge model for 3-finger gripper can 
make correct prediction. The performance dropped when exactly transfer the model to 2-finger gripper. By implementing proposed modified 
knowledge transfer method and refining the transferred model, the performance recovered as expected. 
2𝑛𝑑	𝐶ℎ𝑜𝑖𝑐𝑒
Learned Knowledge(3-Finger) Exact Transfer(2-Finger) Modified Transfer(2-Finger) Refined(2-Finger)
Intent
Mimic
Intent-Mimic
3𝑟𝑑	𝐶ℎ𝑜𝑖𝑐𝑒
3𝑟𝑑	𝐶ℎ𝑜𝑖𝑐𝑒
2𝑛𝑑	𝐶ℎ𝑜𝑖𝑐𝑒
1𝑠𝑡	𝐶ℎ𝑜𝑖𝑐𝑒
2𝑛𝑑	𝐶ℎ𝑜𝑖𝑐𝑒
3𝑟𝑑	𝐶ℎ𝑜𝑖𝑐𝑒
1𝑠𝑡	𝐶ℎ𝑜𝑖𝑐𝑒
2𝑛𝑑	𝐶ℎ𝑜𝑖𝑐𝑒
3𝑟𝑑	𝐶ℎ𝑜𝑖𝑐𝑒
2𝑛𝑑	𝐶ℎ𝑜𝑖𝑐𝑒
1𝑠𝑡 𝑜𝑖𝑐𝑒
1𝑠𝑡	𝐶ℎ𝑜𝑖𝑐𝑒
3𝑟𝑑	𝐶ℎ𝑜𝑖𝑐𝑒
Fig. 8.  The performance results while refining the transferred model with 
Model Updating Strategies, from row 1 to row 3 contains results for SMUPA, 
SMUPE and SMUWT, from column 1 to column 3 contains results for 
principle task Handover, Move and Usage. SMUWT method outperform other 
two methods for all three tasks. 
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information while transferring knowledge; (3) break 
distribution of the neural network weights. But we can refine 
the transferred model with less training to resume the 
performance. Overall, the experiment results show that the 
combination of using TrKL method and SMUWT strategy can 
provide the best performance concerning training stability, peak 
performance, and convergent speed. By taking insight into the 
methodology, it is easy to find the reason. Firstly, the TrKL 
method transferred the modified weights with less information 
loss, which set a good starting point while refining the 
transferred model. Secondly, SMUWT is a conservative model 
updating strategy, which can follow the trace of the weights 
distribution and not only maintain the positive performance 
gain but also avoid abnormal behavior. 
C. Use the Assistance Knowledge Model 
The robot can use the learned preferred assistance knowledge 
model to identify preferred and un-preferred control strategy; 
then it can avoid un-preferred ones when providing assistance. 
This strategy is conservative, which does not focus on 
maximizing the task reward, because it may offer suboptimal 
assistance. It focuses on maintaining the trust of the human and 
reduces the frustration to keep a good and healthy cooperative 
relationship. On the other hand, aggressive strategies, like 
winner take all, maximize the task reward but take the risk of 
losing human trust when it fails to provide the most preferred 
assistance. Methods like confidence analysis of the results may 
improve the practicability of the aggressive strategies, which 
will be investigated in our future research. 
D. Generalizability of Our Methods 
1) Generalizability of Stable Preference Learning 
For simplicity in this paper, we use two criteria to construct 
three strategies in the experiment. However, our methods 
should be able to handle more complicated situations with more 
control strategies which may cause higher variance with a small 
amount of data. Although there will be more options, it’s more 
likely that the human preference will fall into more specifically 
related options. Like the results shown in Fig. 9, for move task, 
the closely related intent and intent-mimic strategies are 
preferred. Since our methods can identify the most preferred 
multiple options, we expect the learning performance will 
decrease much for a scenario with more strategies. 
2) Generalizability of Transfer Preference Knowledge 
We focus on the generalizability of our methods to different 
robot structures. Because the rank is robot specific, there still 
exists limitations in our methods. For instance, while 
transferring knowledge between different robots, the structures 
of the robots should be relatively similar; in our case, 
knowledge transfer between 3-finger gripper and 2-finger 
gripper are applicable because they are similar, and all the 
physical parameters are the same except the number of fingers. 
Intuitively, it is more challenging to transfer the knowledge of 
a 5-finger gripper to a 2-finger gripper because their structures 
are dissimilar, which may not share transferable knowledge. 
For example, humans may prefer mimic strategy much more 
than other strategies for 5-finger gripper. Thus, the knowledge 
should be transferred between robots that are physically similar, 
like 20 degrees of freedom 5-finger gripper to 16 degrees of 
freedom 5-finger gripper or 5-finger gripper to 4-finger gripper.  
In the validation experiment, the preference rank of the 
control strategies for 3-finger grippers happened to be the same 
with 2-finger grippers. However, in general, after transfer and 
refinement, we expect the preferred rank to be similar but not 
necessarily to be identical because rank is robot specific. The 
contribution of our knowledge transfer method is not to force it 
to keep the same rank but reduce training samples. For example, 
for a 4-finger robot, the majority rank may be [intent-mimic, 
mimic, intent], and for 5-finger robot the majority rank may be 
[mimic, intent-mimic, intent]. The knowledge still can be 
transferred between the two robots because we want to find the 
preferred strategies which are intent-mimic and mimic. 
Furthermore, if we have 10 control strategies and three of them 
are preferred by the human, the rank of these three preferred 
strategies does not have to be the same. We expect that our 
model can identify the three preferred strategies and the learned 
knowledge can be transferred between different robots. 
VIII. CONCLUSION 
In this work, we develop the definition of the preferred 
assistance knowledge in the view of human preference/value in 
the tasks of telemanipulating robot hand. We also establish the 
framework of learning the relationship between the preferred 
assistance knowledge and the grasp motion of a human and 
robot for different tasks. We successfully create the model of 
preferred assistance knowledge and propose novel methods to 
transfer the learned knowledge between different robots. From 
the validating experiment, we learned that the combination of 
the weights transfer method based on KL divergence (TrKL) 
and separate model updating strategy based on weights 
tendency (SMUWT) can implement the goal of knowledge 
transfer to reduce training efforts and ensure training stability. 
Our future research will concentrate on improving the 
knowledge transfer method which does not need extra training, 
understanding the connection between the learned knowledge 
and the physical attributes of the task objects and subjects, and 
developing universal preferred assistance knowledge platform, 
which can be implemented for multiple tasks and robots. 
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